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Introduction

According to the de�ationist about truth, the English expression `. . . is true' (the `truth

predicate') does not stand for a property. To say that `Snow is white' is true is just

saying that snow is white.

However, little agreement has been achieved so far how this `just' is to be understood.

Leon Horsten [Horsten, 2009] has now set out to exploit the resources of another, more

de�nite programme: inferentialism. Horsten argues for inferentialist de�ationism about

truth:1 there is nothing to truth but a set of inference rules that govern the truth

predicate.

Horsten derives his inferentialist de�ationism from a speci�c reading of formal truth

theory. In the following, I will argue that this approach fails.

The bulk of the paper consists of sections 1 and 2 in which I examine and evaluate

Horsten's argument for inferentialist de�ationism. Section 1 identi�es its logical and

philosophical presuppositions and provides some necessary background. Section 2 chal-

lenges Horsten's main premise that the best formal account of truth currently available

does not prove universal quanti�cations into the truth predicate. I argue that a coun-

terexample is found in the theory developed by Hartry Field [Field, 2003, Field, 2007,

Field, 2008]. Horsten's treatment of Field's theory I �nd unsatisfactory (�2.2.1). I de-

velop an alternative response on his behalf: Since Field's theory is of limited expressive

�jspeck@runbox.com
1 Horsten speaks of `inferential de�ationism'. I hope that my terminology clari�es where the proposal

is located in conceptual space.
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power it cannot serve the de�ationist's purpose, I discuss Field's claim of having ad-

vanced a revenge-immune solution to the paradoxes (�2.3) but then turn to argue against

Horsten's implicit assumption that only semantically self-su�cient formal theories are

relevant for the de�ationist project (�2.3.1). I conclude that Horsten's argument fails.

However, I do not think this makes inferentialist de�ationism a lost cause. The last

section of the paper sketches an alternative argument for inferentialist de�ationism about

truth (�3.2) that I consider more promising.
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1 Inferentialist De�ationism

1.1 Horsten's Argument

Horsten summarizes his argument as follows.

`(. . . ) it is of critical importance for a philosophical discussion of truth to fo-

cus on the best formal truth theory that is currently available.' [Horsten, 2009,

p.1]

`It will be argued that some proof-theoretic variant of Kripke's theory �ts

this bill. A particular proof-theoretic version of Kripke's theory of truth is

taken to be currently our best formal theory of truth.' (ibid.)

`It will be argued that sound proof-theoretic versions of Kripke's theory of

truth do not contain truth axioms at all but consist entirely of inference rules

governing the notion of truth. And this is essentially so. This suggests that

truth is essentially an inferential notion.' [Horsten, 2009, p. 2]

I infer that Horsten argues for inferentialist de�ationism on the basis of three premises:

P1 Philosophy of truth needs be based on the best formal truth theory currently avail-

able.

P2 The best such theory is an axiomatization of Kripke's �xed point models.

P3 Necessarily, this theory's truth predicate is not governed by axioms, only by infer-

ence rules.

(P1) and (P2) together imply that a philosophical account of truth must be based on

an axiomatic variant of Kripke's theory. Since by (P3) this theory provides only rules of

inference, and necessarily so, it follows that truth should be explained as an inferential

notion.

This inferentialism, however, need not yet be de�ationist. Inferential de�ationism is

only established by Horsten's �nal inference [Horsten, 2009, p. 20].

`According to PKF there are no unrestricted general principles of truth. This

can be explained by the fact that there is no nature or essence of truth to be

described by general principles.'
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Horsten admits that this inference is not strictly a valid deduction, but an inference to

the best explanation [Horsten, 2009, p. 24]. For the sake of the argument I grant him

this move.

More problematic I consider the premises (P1) to (P3). Although none of them is triv-

ial, the justi�cation Horsten provides is cursory. Before I can discuss Horsten's argument

for inferentialist de�ationism, therefore, I need to �ll the gaps he leaves.

1.2 Horsten's First Premise: De�ationism and the Best Formal Theory

Horsten assumes that philosophy of truth ought to be based on a formal truth theory,

indeed on the best such.2 Two questions arise immediately. Firstly, what makes a formal

theory of truth good, and what makes it the best? Secondly, why should a philosopher

bother about formal theories in the �rst place? In the end, these are subject matter of

mathematical logic, and their relevance for the philosophical understanding of truth is

not obvious.

1.2.1 Philosophy and Formal Theories of Truth

At this point, Horsten's project already needs some quali�cation. In his article, I do

not �nd an argument as to why any philosopher must take into account formal results.

Instead, Horsten seems to argue for a more modest thesis [Horsten, 2009, p. 16].

`Any concrete version of de�ationism has to be articulated against the back-

ground of a formal theory of truth.'

Only the de�ationist, therefore, needs be committed to formal theory. In this case,

however, Horsten's �rst premise would be too weak to establish inferentialist de�ationism.

If his argument presupposes de�ationism, it cannot establish a competitive philosophy of

truth. All that Horsten would be able to show is that the de�ationist about truth should

be inferentialist: she should take truth to be an inferential notion.

Maybe Horsten really seeks to establish merely this conditional thesis [Horsten, 2009,

abstract].

`In this article, the prospects of de�ationism about the concept of truth are

investigated.'

2 Of course, `Formal' is a notoriously vague term, see e.g. [MacFarlane, 2000]. What Horsten means

by a `formal theory' are theories in formal languages, as they are subject of mathematical logic.
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However, at central places Horsten claims to establish more. [Horsten, 2009, p. 2]

`The position of inferentialist de�ationism that will be developed and de-

fended in this article claims that the insubstantiality of truth consists in the

fact that there simply are no absolutely general laws or principles of truth.

Truth is a property without a nature or essence. The content of this property

is given by its inferential properties.'

There is no conditional or subjunctive tone in this statement: Horsten argues for infer-

entialist de�ationism as an account of truth.

Nonetheless, since he does not argue why any philosopher ought to base her account

of truth on formal theory, I need to conclude that Horsten in fact makes a weaker as-

sumption. His �rst premise applies only to de�ationism.

1.2.2 De�ationism and Formal Truth Theory

Why, now, should the de�ationist bother about formal theory? Horsten simply takes this

as given. Fair enough. Most de�ationists at least in recent years do worry a lot about

formal theories of truth [Halbach and Horsten, 2003, Beall and Armour-Garb, 2005]. In

the following, I assume with Horsten that the de�ationist needs a formal theory of truth

to explain truth talk. But why need it be the best?

1.2.3 Being the Best

Horsten's assumption that the de�ationist needs the best formal theory emerges from his

discussion of Paul Horwich's work [Horsten, 2009, p. 16].

(. . . ) many of Horwich's di�culties arose from the fact that he based his

minimalist theory on the disquotational theory of truth, which was already

superseded by the compositional theory of truth. So let us see what is the

best formal theory of truth available today.

Horsten sums up Horwich's minimal theory of truth [Horwich, 1998, Horwich, 1992] in

two statements [Horsten, 2009, p. 3]. First, the truth-predicate plays no role in scienti�c

reasoning except that it allows �rst order theories to quantify over propositions and

thereby express in�nite conjunctions. Second, the meaning of the truth-predicate is

exhausted by the T-schema.
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Horsten rightly emphasizes that the latter thesis needs quali�cation. If for any sentence

φ, φ is true if and only if φ, then especially for some liar sentence λ, λ is true if and only

if it is not the case that λ is true. Contradiction. The paradoxes can be suppressed if the

T-schema is restricted to sentences that do not contain the truth predicate themselves.

To �x matters, I follow Horsten and focus on a given language of arithmetic La that is

extended by a predicate `T ' to the language Lat. If to a classical theory of arithmetic in

this language is now added an axiom3

T xφyØ φ

for any La-sentence φ, a formal theory is obtained that is provably consistent4. This

theory is called the disquotational theory (`DT').

Horsten argues that Horwich's variant of de�ationism fails because DT is not good

enough a formal theory. DT cannot do what Horwich claims it to do: it does not

exhaust the meaning of the truth-predicate of ordinay discourse.

Compositionality Intuitively, if I say that `Snow is white and grass is green' is true then

I am committed to accept also that `Snow is white' is true and `Grass is green' is true,

and vice versa. Let the degree of this commitment be called the `compositional' intuition.

DT, now, does not prove that the truth predicate commutes with the connectives.

Surely, for any arithmetical sentences φ and ψ DT proves T xφy_. xψy Ø T xφy _ T xψy.

However, DT does not prove the universally quanti�ed 5

@x@ypSent. a Ñ pTx_. y Ø Tx_ Tyqq (1)

Although the theory proves every single instance, it does not tell us the general fact. For

Horsten this is reason enough to dismiss DT [Horsten, 2009, p. 6]; it cannot ful�l the

role the de�ationist needs her formal theory for, it cannot capture ordinary truth talk.

3 Where xφy denotes the Gödel-number of φ; the base theory is assumed to provide the machinery to

name any sentence φ by a number xφy, and generally to contain its own syntax. In the present arith-

metical setting, this is done by representation of some Gödelization function, I adopt the terminology

from [Feferman, 1991, �2.1].
4Indeed, it is conservative over standard arithmetic [Halbach, 1996, ch. 9].
5This fact can be traced back to Tarski's seminal Wahrheitsbegri� [Tarski, 1956, p. 256, theorem

III]. Interestingly, it also holds for the extension of DT examined in [Halbach, 2009] that is proof-

theoretically as strong as the theory KF considered in below (p. 10).
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Horwich's de�ationism fails because it explains the meaning of the truth predicate in

terms of a theory that does not prove the universally quanti�ed principles of composi-

tionality. From this, Horsten infers the general methodological principle that makes up

his �rst premise. It can now be phrased more clearly:

P11 De�ationists need to explain the meaning of the truth predicate by the formal truth

theory that proves the most universally quanti�ed principles of truth.

A better choice for Horwich would have been the compositional theory (`TC') [Horsten, 2009,

p. 5]. It trivially proves (1) as well as compositional principles for the other connectives

and the quanti�ers since these are taken as axioms, together with all atomic instances of

the T-schema6.

Iteration TC is a good theory, but still not good enough, or so Horsten argues [Horsten, 2009,

p. 16f]. The truth predicate of ordinary discourse is self-re�exive. If I say that `Snow

is white' is true then I'm committed to accept that �Snow is white' is true' is true, and

vice versa. The degree of this commitment I call the `iterative intuition'.

TC, however, does not prove that the truth predicate can be iterated:

@xpSent. apxq Ñ pTxÑ TT. xqq (2)

. This is easily seen: in the simple model just sketched, only arithmetical sentences are

in the extension of `T ' but no sentence TT. x.

For this reason, Horsten dismisses TC as well. Instead, he favours Kripke's theory

of truth [Kripke, 1975], or rather an axiomatization of it, as I will explain in the next

section.

1.3 The Second Premise: Kripke's Models and their Axiomatization

I now turn to Horsten's second premise:

P2 The best formal truth theory is an axiomatization of Kripke's �xed point models.

Explaining it requires me to go into some technical details. Since these, however, provide

also the background of my subsequent discussion, I beg the reader to bear with me.

6 And, of course, a number theory at least as strong as Q. For a thorough investigation into TC (there

called `T(PA)'), consult [Halbach, 1996, �8].
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1.3.1 Kripke's Fixed Point Models and their Theory

Kripke takes a model-theoretic view point: He asks how the extended language Lat is
to be interpreted7. Clearly, the arithmetical sentences are interpreted in the standard

model. Furthermore, on this interpretation every such sentence is either true or false:

the resulting valuation function m maps every sentence either to 0 or to 1.

For the truth predicate `T ', however, the classical value space is now extended by

a third value u, that may be read `unde�ned'8. The resulting non-classical value-space

S ��t0, u, 1u,¤S� makes up a partial ordering (`po') every subset of which with an upper

bound in t0, u, 1u also has a least upper bound in S (a `bound complete' or `coherent

complete' po, henceforth `ccpo').

The according valuation functions v make up a ccpo V, too, if one de�nes an order ¤V

such that v ¤V v1 i� for every Lat-sentence φ, vpφq ¤S v1pφq9 [Visser, 2004, lemma 7].

Any operator on V that preserves the ordering (is monotone) has �xed points, indeed a

ccpo of them.10

One way to obtain a monotone operator K is to use the strong Kleene scheme for

complex Lat-sentences11.

K1 Kpvqpφq � mpφq for φ PSenta

K2 KpvqpT xψyq � vpψq

K3 Kpvqp ψq � 1�Kpvqpψq

K4 Kpvqpψ _ χq � maxtKpvqpψq,Kpvqpχqu

K5 Kpvqp@xψq �mintKpvqpψpt{xqq|t closed termu12

7There are various ways of presenting Kripke's work. The variant in the main text is meant not only

to provide the necessary results but also to prepare the ground for later discussion.
8At this point, an exegetical problem arises: Kripke explicitly rejects the interpretation of u as a third

value � instead, it symbolizes the absence of a truth value [Kripke, 1975, fn 18]. Accordingly, his

construction may be better presented by means of partial valuation functions. However, I omit this

complication, in accordance with most of the contemporary literature.
9In the following I omit the subscripts whenever the context determines the ordering.

10 A corollary of what has become known as the Knaster-Tarski theorem, [Tarski, 1955],[Fitting, 1986,

2.2],[Visser, 2004, 15].
11Once we extend our language by the other connectives, corresponding clauses can be added straight-

forwardly.
12Since we deal with arithmetic, it can be assumed that every object has a name in the language.
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Notice that by (K1) the sentences that do not contain `T ' keep their values, as interpreted

in the standard model. K is easily seen to be monotone13. Hence, there is a ccpo of �xed

point valuations vf such that Kpvf q � vf . Especially there is a �xed point vf0 such that

for any φ, if vf0pφq � 1p0q then for any �xed point vf pφq � 1p0q. This minimal �xed

point valuation has attracted the most attention in the literature and will also be the

focus of the present discussion. For the sake of readability, though, I frequently drop the

index 0.

From a model-theoretic point of view, the minimal �xed point valuation provides a

truth theory: the set of sentences φ such that vf0pφq � 1. It is to this that Horsten refers

by `Kripke's theory', and I follow him. Kripke's theory has a highly desirable feature: in

any context φ can be replaced by T xφy, and vice versa.

The reason is that any sentence ψ that contains φ as a subsentence has the same

�xed point value as that sentence which results from ψ by replacing one or more

occurrences of φ by T xφy (`ψpT xφy{φq'). This is shown easily by an induction on

the complexity of ψ. If ψ � φ then the claim follows directly from (K2). Now

assume that the complexity of ψ is n� 1, and for any sentence χ of complexity ¤ n,

χ has the same value as χpT xφy{φq. If the complexity of ψ is n � 1 the claim is

shown for each possible logical form of ψ separately. If ψ �  χ for some sentence

χ then vf pψpT xφy{φqq � 1 � vf pχpT xφy{φqq. By induction assumption, however,

vf pχpT xφy{φqq � vf pχq, hence vf pψpT xφy{φqq � 1� vf pχq � vf pψq. The other cases

(ψ � χ_ χ1, ψ � @xχ) follow in the same manner.

The proof of the converse (vf pψq � vf pψpφ{T xφyqq) is exactly analogous.

Following Field [Field, 2008, p. 64], I call this feature the intersubstitutivity of `T '.

It must not be con�ated with the T-schema. On one hand, intersubstitutivity does not

su�ce to validate T xφyØ φ14. Even in the �xed points, namely, there remain sentences

of value u. And if φ is such a `gappy' sentence, T xφy is, too. Consequently, there are

instances of the T-schema that do not have value 1 in any �xed point.

On the other hand, di�erent from the T-schema, intersubstitutivity ensures both the

compositionality and the iteration of truth. In fact, for every sentence that has a classical

value in the minimal �xed point the principles of compositionality and iteration also hold

in the form of object-linguistic conditionals. Especially, Kripke's theory contains (1) and

(2) from above. Thus, it seems better than both DT and TC.

13I omit the proof for the sake of concision.
14 As usual, this biconditional is the conjunction of material conditionals, which again are de�ned in

terms of  and _.
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Horsten disagrees. He rejects Kripke's theory because it is de�ned in a meta-theory.

Since de�ationists aim for an account of the real truth predicate, they need formal theories

that can be applied to ordinary discourse. Kripke's theory, however, does not �t this bill

since [Horsten, 2009, p. 17]

(. . . ) we do not have a metalanguage for English.

Notice that by this reasoning, Horsten implicitly rejects any semantical truth theory,

i.e. any theory which is obtained by meta-theoretical means. Axiomatic theories, in

contrast, go without a meta-theory, or so Horsten assumes. Therefore, an axiomatization

of Kripke's theory could serve the de�ationist's purpose. In fact, Horsten has in mind a

speci�c axiomatization of Kripke's �xed point models: the theory PKF as developed in

his and Volker Halbach's [Halbach and Horsten, 2006], [Horsten, 2009, p. 19].

1.3.2 Axiomatizing Kripke's Theory (I): KF and KFS

However, PKF is not the �rst attempt to transpose Kripke's truth theory into an ax-

iomatic setting. In fact, it is based on the earliest such axiomatization, formulated by

Solomon Feferman15 and therefore known as `Kripke-Feferman' or `KF'16. In a sense soon

to be speci�ed, PKF translates KF into the Kleene logic of Kripke's models.

Horsten omits this background. This leaves his claim that PKF axiomatizes Kripke's

theory unfortunately obscure. Therefore, let me instead tell the whole story17.

KF Clearly, Kripke's theory cannot be recursively axiomatized in the strict sense of the

word, since it contains the theory of the standard model18. No formal system can be

complete with respect to the minimal �xed point models. Recall, however, that in the

�xed point models, `T ' applies to just those sentences of value 1, and its negation to

those of value 0. What can be done instead, therefore, is to de�ne axioms for `T ' that

correspond to the de�nitional clauses of K. In this respect the resulting theory KF19

captures the truth predicate of the minimal �xed point model. Its axioms are:

15He presented it at the joint ASL-APL meeting in 1983. In print it appeared �rst in [Reinhardt, 1986,

p. 231f], then in [Cantini, 1989, p. 101] and �nally in Feferman's own [Feferman, 1991, �3.2], there

under the title `Ref(PA)'. For a helpful development of KF from the Kripke construction consult

[Halbach, 1996, �24f].
16The acronym `PKF' is short for `Partial Kripke-Feferman'.
17As Horsten does, too, in his forthcoming [Horsten, ta, �9.2]
18In fact, the set of sentences such that vf0pφq � 1 is Π1

1 [Burgess, 1986, �6.1].
19 Just as DT and TC, KF includes classical �rst order arithmetic.
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KF1a @x, ypClTerm. pxq ^ ClTermpyq Ñ pTx�. y Ø Vlpxq � Vlpyqqq20

KF1b @x@ypClTerm. pxq ^ ClTermpyq Ñ pT . x�. y Ø Vlpxq � Vlpyqqq

KF2a @xpClTerm. pxq Ñ pTT. pxq Ø TVlpxqqq

KF2b @xpClTerm. pxq Ñ pT . T. pxq Ø pT . Vlpxq _  Sent. atpVlpxqqqqq

KF2c @xpTxÑ Sent. atpxqq

KF3 @xpSent. atpxq Ñ pT .  . pxq Ø Txqq

KF4a @x@ypSent. atpxq ^ Sentatpyq Ñ pT px_. yq Ø Tx_ Tyqq

KF4b @x@ypSent. atpxq ^ Sentatpyq Ñ pT p . px_. yqq Ø T . x^ T . yqq

KF5a @x@ypFreepxq ^ Varpyq Ñ pT@. px, yq Ø @zpTSubstpxzy, y, xqqqq

KF5b @x@ypFreepxq ^ Varpyq Ñ pT . @. px, yq Ø  @z pTSubstpxzy, y, xqqqq

Kripke's truth predicate separates the set of sentences into two exclusive parts. No

sentence can be both true and false: in this sense Kripke's theory is consistent. Usually,

therefore, a �nal axiom is added.

Cons @xpSent. atpxq Ñ  pTx^ T . pxqqq

KF is sound with respect to the classical closure of the minimal �xed point valuation21.

More important for the present study is a corollary: for any φ, if KF$ T xφy then for

every α, vf,αpφq � 1.

The axioms KF4 and KF5 imply that the truth predicate commutes with _ and @. The

axiom (Cons) allows KF to prove also the compositionality ofÑ [Halbach and Horsten, 2006,

�2]. Thus, KF includes the theory TC from �1.2.3.

20 I deviate slightly from Feferman's notation. For one, I distinguish the object-linguistic predicates

`ClTerm. ' and `Sent. ' from the meta-linguistic `ClTerm' and `Sent ' (no dots). Secondly, I adopt the

expression Vlptq for the value of the term t [Halbach and Horsten, 2006, p. 679f].
21 That is, a valuation vc0 :Sent. at ÞÑ t0, 1u such that

vc0 �

$&
%

1 i� vf0pφq � 1

0 otherwise

. I omit the easy but lengthy proof.
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KF is an axiomatic theory. It therefore avoids the need of a meta-theory that Horsten

complained of above (� 1.3.1). Furthermore, it inherits some desirable features of Kripke's

theory. In particular, by axiom (KF2a) KF contains the principle of self-re�exivity (1).

It therefore outruns the compositional theory and makes up the best axiomatic truth

theory we have considered so far. So why does Horsten not settle with it as the best

formal truth theory currently available, on whose basis de�ationism should be developed?

Since Horsten does not mention KF in his paper, I need to look at his reasoning

at other places [Halbach and Horsten, 2003, pp. 28f], [Halbach and Horsten, 2005, pp.

209f], [Horsten, ta, � 9.3]. There, he argues that KF fails to be philosophically sound

because it declares itself untrue: It contains sentences φ of which it also proves  T xφy.

Consider the liar sentence λ.

1. T xλy assumption

2. T . T. pxλyq Ø pT . Vlpxλyq _  Sent. atpVlpxλyqqq KF5b, arithmetic

3. T xλyÑ T . pxλyq 2, logic, arithmetic

4. T . pxλyq 1, 3

5. T xλyÑ  T . pxλyq Cons, logic, arithmetic

6.  T . pxλyq 1, 5

7.  T xλy 1,4,6, logic

8.  T xλyØ λ arithmetic

9. λ 7,8, logic

KF thus proves a sentence that it has just proved untrue (step 7). Notice that the

proof requires the axiom Cons.

The reason for this odd behaviour is that KF attempts to capture Kripke's non-classical

truth theory within a classical framework. Already Reinhardt complained for similar

reasons that KF is philosophically unsatisfactory [Reinhardt, 1986, pp. 242f].

KFS He proposed instead to focus on its signi�cant part, the sentences that it proves

true or false. The corresponding theory KFS 22 is the set of sentences φ such that KF

proves T xφy. On one hand, KFS inherits the intersubstitutivity property of Kripke's �xed

point models.

22 Halbach and Horsten prefer to call it `IKF', the inner logic of KF [Halbach and Horsten, 2006, p.

683]
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The reason is that KF proves T xψy just in case it proves T xψpT yφy{φq, for any φ

subsentence of ψ. This is shown by induction on the complexity of ψ. For atomic

ψ, the claim follows easily from KF2a. The induction step requires to distinguish

between the di�erent logical forms of ψ, The case for ψ � @xξ, for example, follows

from KF5.

On the other hand, KFS is not closed under classical implication any longer. For

example, it does not contain the classical tautology λÑ λ, respectively λ_ λ. It is just

this paracomplete character of KFS 23 that safes it from KF's undesirable self-refuting

character.

Nonetheless, even KFS is not Horsten's preferred theory. Although it is de�ned by

proof-theoretic means it is no axiomatic theory in a strict sense24. Its de�nition (KFS �

tφ|KF $ T xφyu) relies on a theory that has been found philosophically unsound, and so

far no independent axiomatization of KFS has been found25.

Neither KF nor KFS therefore transfer the desirable features of Kripke's theory into

an axiomatic framework that could serve the de�ationist. This, however, is what Horsten

claims he and Halbach have achieved by their PKF [Halbach and Horsten, 2006, �4].

1.3.3 Axiomatizing Kripke's Theory (II): PKF

Logic Every axiomatic theory considered so far included a system of logic. DT, TC

and KF were all based on classical logic. Not so, however, PKF. Just like KFS, it is

not closed under classical implication. Since PKF now is meant to be a self-contained

axiomatization, however, its logical basis need be made explicit.

The Strong Kleene valuation of Kripke's models is axiomatized in various ways [Stephen Blamey, 2002,

Kremer, 1988] Halbach and Horsten use a sequent variant due to Dana Scott [Scott, 1975,

�3]. In his (2009) again, Horsten uses a natural deduction calculus, the only rule of which

that he speci�es is a weakened Ñ introduction rule.

23A paracomplete account is any that rejects the law of excluded middle (in analogy to the para-consistent

rejection of non-contradiction). The term is due to JC Beall but has recently been used extensively

in [Field, 2006, Field, 2008]. Notice that this approach does not collapse into intuitionism since the

so called Curry paradox occurs already in minimal logic, see e.g. [Gupta and Belnap, 1993, p.14].
24 This argument is found only in his forthcoming [Horsten, ta], section 9.3
25 Except, of course, by Craig's notorious roundabout method.
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rφ0s

D
ψ T xφy_ T . xφyw

ÑI,0
φÑ ψ

Due to this restricted form of conditional proof, PKF contains only conditionals with

truth-determinate antecedents.

Besides, PKF is supposed to contain `(. . . ) the usual introduction and elimina-

tion rules (. . . )' [Horsten, 2009, p. 18]. I suppose he means the classical rules, and

therefore work with PKF as if it was based on a variant of the calculus Nc from

[Troelstra and Schwichtenberg, 1996, �2.1] where ÑI is replaced by
w
ÑI. Unfortunately,

Horsten misses to give a proof of this system to be equivalent to Scott's sequent calculus.

Arithmetic As with KF, the base theory of PKF is Dedekind Peano Arithmetic (`PA').

However, PKF does not contain the in�nitely many induction axioms but an induction

rule:

rφpxqs1

D
φpx� 1q rφp0qs0

IND,0,1
@xφpxq

Thus, φ may contain the new predicate `T '.

Truth Di�erent from the theories considered so far, PKF does not contain axioms for

`T '. There's a simple reason for it [Horsten, 2009, p. 19]. It has been crucial to Kripke's

construction that the paradoxical sentences do not receive a classical truth value (1 or 0)

but u. This allowed φ and T xφy always to have the same value. In consequence, however,

for some φ, T xφy lacks a classical value, too. Therefore, no universal quanti�cation into

the predicate `T ' can be true in the �xed point models (see (K5) from p. 8 above) as is

required of an axiom.

Instead, the behaviour of `T ' can be described by rules of inference. Also in strong

Kleene logic, namely, an inference
φ

ψ
fails to be valid just in case that the value of φ is

greater than that of ψ. Thus, even if for some φ, vf pφq � u such that vf pT xφyq � u, too,

 T xφy

T . xφy
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still is valid.

Notice that due to the weakened introduction rule for Ñ these rules do not give im-

mediate rise to corresponding axioms as they would in a classical context.

Thus, PKF contains no axioms but rules of truth26.

Vl(x)=Vl(y) ClTerm. (x) ClTerm(y)
PKF1

Tx=. y

T (Vl(x)) ClTerm. (x)
PKF2a

T (T. (x)) ClTerm. (x)

T pxq
PKF2b

Sent. (x)

 T pxq Sent. atpx)
PKF3

T . x

T pxq _ T pyq Sent. atpx) Sent(y)
PKF4

Tx_. y Sent. atpx) Sent(y)

@zTSubst. (xzy, y, x) Freeatpx) Varatpy)
PKF5

T@. (x, y)

PKF is a sub-theory of KFS and therefore sound with respect to every �xed point

model27. Moreover, although incomplete of necessity, it captures the desirable features

of Kripke's truth theory in a proof-theoretic setting. Most fundamentally, it contains any

sentence φ just in case that it contains T xφy, too [Halbach and Horsten, 2006, theorem

22]. Horsten now argues that PKF is the formal theory that de�ationism should be based

on.

1.3.4 Why Horsten takes PKF to be the Best Formal Truth Theory

The formal theory traditionally favoured by de�ationists, the theory DT from � 1.2.3

proved too weak since it does not contain the principles of compositionality. TC, there-

fore, included these principles as axioms. However, Horsten argued that TC is still not

strong enough because it does not prove the universally quanti�ed principle of iteration

(10). The de�ationist should therefore use a di�erent theory for her account of ordinary

truth talk.

26
Γ

∆
is short for the two rules

Γ
∆

and
∆
Γ

.
27 That for any φ, PKF$sk φ only if KF$ T xφy is shown by induction on the length of the proof in PKF.

The only non-trivial bit is to show that for any PKF rule
ΓpÝÑx q

∆pÝÑx q
KF proves @ÝÑx pΓpÝÑx q Ñ ∆pÝÑx qq.

Compare Halbach and Horsten's proof of theorem 27 [Halbach and Horsten, 2006], for the sequent

calculus variant of PKF.
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PKF, now, seems stronger than TC. In fact, Horsten claims, TC is `(. . . ) but a small

fragment of PKF' [Horsten, 2009, p. 19].

I take him to refer to a result of his and Halbach's (2006). As theorem 38, they show

that PKF proves the compositionality as well as the iteration principles for rami�ed

truth up to an ordinal below ωω [Halbach and Horsten, 2006, p. 705]. This means, they

consider extensions of Lat by predicates

T0, T1, . . . , Tα, . . . , Tω, . . .

where T0xφy is well formed only if φ is an arithmetical sentence, T1 applies to Lat0-
sentences and so on. At limit ordinals, Tλ applies to the union of all Sentαat, for α   λ.

Then, they prove for any α   ωω, that Tα�1 commutes with the connectives, as universal

quanti�cations over the Lαat-sentences.

The proof's lemma is that for any α [Halbach and Horsten, 2006, 36],

PKF $ p@xpSent.
α
atpxq Ñ pTx_ Txqqq

. Since this claim involves both a meta- and an object-linguistic universal quan-

ti�cation it is proved by a (transi�nite) induction on α. It includes side inductions

on the complexity of the sentences `x' ranges over (Notice that PKF only provides

a rule of induction only for natural number exponents of ω, wherefore the upper

bound ωω). Since now for any α   ωω, the Lα-fragment of PKF is closed under

classical logic, the PKF-rules amount to universally quanti�ed biconditionals, e.g.

PKF4 to

@x@ypSent.
α
atpxq ^ Sent.

α
atpyq Ñ pTα�1px_. yq Ø pTx_ Tyqqq

again for any α   ωω.

In this hierarchy, TC makes up the special case of quanti�cation over `T '-free, that is

purely arithmetical sentences. PKF thus indeed is much stronger than TC.

The same theorem also shows that PKF proves the principles of iteration, not only for

La-sentences, but for any level up to ωω.

For any α   ωω, PKF proves

@β   α@xpSent. βpxq Ñ pTαxÑ TβSent. αpxqq

It is on this basis that �nally, it becomes clear why Horsten takes PKF to be the best

formal truth theory.
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P21 The theory that proves the most universally quanti�ed principles of truth is PKF.

In the subsequent section I will explain which consequences Horsten draws from this

for the de�ationist project.

1.4 The Inferential Character of PKF

Since Horsten takes PKF to be the best truth theory available today, his third premise

becomes:

P31 Necessarily, the truth predicate of PKF is not governed by axioms but merely by

inference rules.

Horsten speci�es this claim as follows [Horsten, 2009, p. 19]. First,

`PKF proves no unrestricted generalities about truth; for example, it does

not provide a proof of any sentence of the form

@φ P LT : T p...φ...q Ñ T p...φ...q

(. . . )'

LT is Horsten's arithmetical language extended by the untyped truth predicate `T ', it

corresponds to my Lat. Thus, an `unrestricted generality about truth' in Horsten's sense

is the KF axiom 3, or 4 (section 1.3.2). Since for Lat-closed terms s and t, s�. t is an Lat-
sentence, he would probably count its other axioms as generalities, too. Not so, however,

PKF's theorems @xpSent.
α
atpxq Ñ pTα�1 . xØ p Tα�1xqqq. Even for very large α, Sentαat

still is a proper subset of Sentat.

Notice that the generality need not be a conditional, Horsten's schema is merely an

example. KF's axiom Cons is a generality of a di�erent logical form.

Secondly, Horsten writes

`(. . . ) PKF contains lots of unrestricted rules of inference concerning truth.'

and gives an example

`T φñ  Tφ'
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by which he must mean the upwards direction of PKF3. In his article, Horsten generally

favours readability over technical details, and rightly so. Here, however, his notation

obscures what he means by `unrestricted rules'. My way of putting it28

T . x Sentatpxq

 Tx

it clari�es what Horsten must have in mind. Namely, it allows to apply the same criterion

as before. A rule is unrestricted if its minor premise ranges over all Lat sentences and
not some language fragment. I presume that this is what Horsten has in mind, too.

One more thing needs clari�cation. Horsten says that PKF `contains' inference rules.

This cannot be quite what he means; PKF is made up of sentences. I therefore take

Horsten to mean that PKF is closed under inference rules.29 In sum, Horsten's third

premise becomes

P32 PKF does not prove universal quanti�cations into the truth predicate over all Lat-
sentences, but is closed under inference rules where for any variables ÝÑx within the

scope of `T ', SentatpÝÑx q is a premise, too.

As I explained already above (p. 14), PKF indeed does not contain any sentence of

the form

@xpSentat Ñ p. . . Tx . . .qq

Otherwise it could not be sound with respect to Kripke's non-classical model-theory.

However, the `T '-fragment of Lat is closed under inference rules. This is how PKF is de-

�ned, but there are derived rules, too. Most prominently, PKF is closed under two infer-

ential analogs of Tarski's T-schema, the rules T -Intro and T -Elim [Halbach and Horsten, 2006,

theorem 22].

φ
T -Intro

T xφy

T xφy
T -Elim

φ

Thus, there is little about Horsten's third premise that may be questioned; it is simply a

fact about the formal theory PKF. By itself, however, this fact also has little philosophical

implication. Only together with Horsten's �rst and second premise PKF allows for his

argument for inferentialist de�ationism. Especially, only on the assumption that PKF is

28 It follows Horsten and Halbach's notation [Halbach and Horsten, 2006]
29 Maybe Horsten had in mind the theory from [Halbach and Horsten, 2006] which consists of sequents

Γ ñ ∆.
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the best formal theory we obtain that the de�ationist should explain the meaning of the

truth predicate by inference rules.

There is a tension in Horsten's position, indeed a fatal one, as I now turn to argue. On

one hand, Horsten measures the quality of a formal truth theory by its strength, more

precisely, by the range of universal quanti�cations it proves: the more the better (�1.3).

On the other hand, Horsten's argument rests on the best such theory not proving quan-

ti�cations over every sentence (�1.3.4). In other words, Horsten's case for inferentialist

de�ationism relies on there being an upper bound to the strength of formal truth theory.

Surely, Horsten is careful enough not to commit himself to PKF [Horsten, 2009, p. 22].

`PKF (. . . ) only looks good until the better theory comes along. We should

surely hold open the possibility that some future stronger inferential truth

theory may determine the meaning of the concept of truth even further'

However, Horsten does not want to comment on the speci�c features of a single theory;

he intends to establish a philosophical position. Indeed, he claims that whichever better

theory may come, it, too, will be `inferential', will still not prove general principles.

In consequence, Horsten's argument goes through only if no sound theory proves un-

restricted universal quanti�cations into the truth predicate. This I take to be an overly

contentious assumption. In fact, I think it is false.
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2 Inferentialist De�ationism Lost

2.1 How To Prove Unrestricted Generalities

In this section I will show that Horsten's argument for inferentialist de�ationism is ill-

founded. Contrary to his assumption, the best formal truth theory available today does

prove `unrestricted generalities about truth'.

2.1.1 Field's Theory of Truth

Hartry Field has recently elaborated on Kripke's theory [Field, 2003, Field, 2007, Field, 2008].

As in Kripke, the truth predicate is interpreted by a minimal �xed point valuation. Its

construction, however, Field iterates in a trans�nite revision sequence. This allows him

to strengthen the conditional beyond the narrow limits of Kleene logic. For my subse-

quent discussion it will prove useful to explain Field's work in terms slightly di�erent

from his. I clarify the revision-theoretic aspects of his construction in the terminology of

�1.3.1.

Field adds to Lat a new binary operator symbol ` '. Any valuation c of the new

sentences φ  ψ can be extended to di�erent valuations vc of the language Lat as a

whole. On the resulting ccpo �t0, u, 1uSentat ,¤V� an operator Kc can be de�ned which

extends the Kripkean (p. 8) by a single clause (let Sent �Sentat zSentat):

Kcpvqpφq � cpφq i� φ P Sent .

Clearly, any such Kc is monotone. Hence, for any valuation c :Sent ÞÑ t0, u, 1u there is

a minimal �xed point valuation vcf0. The new sentences simply keep their values.

To examine the possible interpretations of Lat it therefore su�ces to consider the

ordering C ��C,¤C� where C � t0, u, 1u
Sent , (the set of valuations c)30.

On this ordering, an operator F : C ÞÑ C can be de�ned

F pcqpφ ψq �

$&
%

1 i� vcf pφq ¤ vcf pψq

0 otherwise
(3)

This operator F is a revision rule in the sense of [Gupta, 1982, p. 38], [Gupta and Belnap, 1993,

p. 121]. F pcq is a `better candidate' [Gupta and Belnap, 1993, p. 121] for an interpre-

tation of φ  ψ than c because now more sentences φ  ψ have designated value (i.e.

30The order ¤c is again obtained from the po of the value space S: c ¤c c1 i� for every φ PSent ,

cpφq ¤ c1pφq. �C,¤ � thus becomes another ccpo [Visser, 2004, lemma 7].
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value 1) just in case that the value of the antecedent φ is less or equal to the consequent

ψ.

Since the value of some formulae may change from 1 to 0 or back , the operator F does

not preserve the order on C. Hence, di�erent to Kripke's operator, it does not provide

�xed points. Instead, however, it generates revision sequences [Gupta and Belnap, 1993,

5C.3]. The general idea is to apply the revision rule again and again, trans�nitely many

times. Thus, the valuation of the new sentences is continuously improved in the sense

just explained.

However, any revision sequence needs some place to start from, a null valuation c0
31.

In Field's case, the new sentences are initially all assigned value u32. Note that trivially,

any φ has the same value as the sentence that results from φ by replacing some sub-

sentence ψ by T xψy: the null valuation obeys intersubstitutivity. This feature is inherited

to the minimal �xed point vc0f (Field's `trivial observation' [Field, 2008, p. 243]).

Given the null valuation, F yields a revision sequence, the following trans�nite sequence

of valuations pc0qα.

pc0q0 � c0 (4)

pc0qα�1 � F ppc0qαq (5)

pc0qλ � lim inf
αÑλ

pc0qα (6)

To successor stages the revision rule F is applied. Due to its de�nition, the values of

sentences φ ψ �uctuate between 1 and 0.

At limit ordinals, then, the valuation is identi�ed with that of the preceding stages that

ascribes the most classical values of those that ascribe the least 1s and 0s33. In e�ect,

pc0qλ is identi�ed with that valuation which ascribes 1 (0) to exactly those sentence

which from some point below λ on keep this value, but u to those sentence whose value

continues to �uctuate into the in�nite (below λ).

31In analogy to Herzberger's term `null hypothesis' [Herzberger, 1982]
32 Field allows for, but does not explore, alternative null valuations [Field, 2005, �5][Field, 2008, p. 249].

I will dispense with this.
33 lim inf

αÑλ
pc0qα � lubtglbtpc0qβ |α ¤V β  V λu|α  V λu and V �

1 0

u

__???????

??�������
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The intersubstitutivity of c0 is inherited by all the pc0qα (cf. the `substitutivity' lemma

of [Field, 2003, p. 144]).

pc0qαpφq � pc0qαpφpT xψy{ψqq is shown by trans�nite induction on α with side-

inductions on the complexity of φ, similarly to the corresponding lemma about

Kripke's theory (p. 9). The base is trivial (see above). Let α � β � 1 and φ be

χ ξ for some atomic χ, ξ. Now either ψ � χ or ψ � ξ, assume ψ � χ.

pc0qαpφq � pc0qαpψ  ξq � F ppc0qβqpψ  ξq

Now since ψ atomic

v
pc0qβ
f pψq � vf pψq � vf pT xψyq � v

pc0qβ
f pT xψyq (7)

and

v
pc0qβ
f pψq ¤ v

pc0qβ
f pξq i� v

pc0qβ
f pT xψyq ¤ v

pc0qβ
f pξq

we have

F ppc0qβqpψ  ξq �

#
1 i� 1

0 i� 0

+
� F ppc0qβqpT xψy ξq

� pc0qαpT xψy ξq �

� pc0qαpφpT xψy{ψqq

For ψ � ξ proceed analogously.

Now let χ and ξ be complex of degree n and assume the claim holds for every

ζ PSent of complexity ¤ n. Again, we can focus on the case that φpT xψy{ψq is

χpT xψy{ψq ξ, the other case is shown in exact analogy. We have

v
pc0qβ
f pψq � v

pc0qβ
f pT xψyq (8)

since if on one hand, ψ PSentat then (7) holds as above, and if on the other hand

ψ PSentat then (8) follows from the induction assumption.

pc0qαpφq � pc0qαpφpT xψy{ψqq is now shown as in the induction base.

Finally, assume that α is a limit ordinal. However, since

pc0qα � lim inf
βÑα

pc0qβ � pc0qγ�1, γ � 1   α

the claim follows by analogous reasoning.

Since no �xed point pc0qα � pc0qα�1 can be constructed, some sentences will continue

changing their values as the ordinals become bigger and bigger. For many sentences φ,

however, the value stabilizes, i.e. there are ordinals α such that for all ordinals γ ¥ α,
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pc0qγpφq � pc0qαpφq. For example, `T x0 � 1y  TT. x1 � 1y' is ascribed 1 by pc0q1 and

keeps this value thereafter.

Revision sequences such as pc0qα eventually enter a cycle: there is an initial ordinal

α0 such that for every β ¥ α0 it is the case that for any γ there is a δ ¥ γ such

that pc0qδ � pc0qβ . In other words, from pc0qα0 onwards, the valuations recur in�nitely

often [Gupta and Belnap, 1993, 5C.7]34. Further, it can be proved that if the value of a

sentence ever stabilizes, then it has done so at the initial ordinal (ibid., 5C8).

Field now determines the ultimate value cupφq as 1 (0) i� the value of φ stabilizes at 1

(0), otherwise u [Field, 2003, p. 145][Field, 2008, p. 250f]. cu occurs in the sequence, in

fact, there is an arbitrarily large ordinal ∆ such that pc0q∆ � cu (Field's `Fundamental

Theorem' [Field, 2003, p. 148], [Field, 2008, p. 257�]).

The existence of ∆ follows from the more general `Re�ection Theorem' of [Gupta and Belnap, 1993,

5C.10] who ascribe it to Herzberger. Apparently, Field has recognized this connec-

tion only recently [Field, 2010, fn. 6].

Let δ be a re�ection ordinal i� δ is ¥ the initial ordinal α0 and whenever χ PSent 

stabilizes at w P t0, u, 1u then pc0qδ � w. The Re�ection Theorem tells now that

the class R of re�ection ordinals is closed and unbound.

Clearly, for any re�ection ordinal δ, cupχq � pc0qδpχq for those χ that stabilize at

0 or 1. The challenge is to �nd one such that this holds also for all the χ that do

not stabilize. Recall, however, that for any limit ordinal λ, pc0qλpχq � u i� χ does

not stabilize below λ.

Now for arbitrary θ, the Re�ection Theorem ensures the existence of the least

limit ordinal in R above θ. Let ∆ be this ordinal. Since ∆ is ¥ α0, any χ unstable

in pc0q∆ never reaches a stable value. Therefore, pc0q∆pχq � cupχq for every χ.

Since every valuation in the sequence obeys intersubstitutivity, pc0q∆ does. Further,

it too yields a minimal �xed point and a theory, namely the set of sentences φ such that

v
pc0q∆
f pφq � 1. It is this theory that Field eventually endorses; and which I now turn to

examine in view of Horsten's argument35.

34 Consult also theorem 56 of the helpful [Visser, 2004].
35 In section 17 of his book Field develops variants of this semantics in an algebraic (�17.1) and a modal

setting (�17.2). For the sake of clarity, I con�ne myself with the (comparably) simpler construction

just explained.
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2.1.2 Field's Theory Outruns PKF

Since pvqc∆f is just a Kripke �xed point valuation Field's theory contains Kripke's. Due

to the revision theoretic de�nition of φ  ψ, however, it is based on a much stronger

logic. For example, Field's theory includes every instance of φ φ for as trivial reasons

as one might expect36. Especially, it contains, for every term t of Lat , Tt  Tt. By

intersubstitutivity, Field's theory therefore also contains Tt TT. t. Since the �xed point

value of universal quanti�cations @xφpxq is the minimum of the values of φpt{xq, for any

term t (K5 from 8), the ultimate value of

@xpSentat pxq pTx TT. tqq (9)

is 1, too.

Horsten rejects the disquotational theory because it does not prove the truth predicate

to commute with the connectives (�1.2.3). I emphasized that what he must mean by

this is that DT does not contain the universal quanti�cation over every (arithmetical)

sentence ((1) on p. 6). Of TC, again, it is an axiom wherefore Horsten takes this to be

the better theory of truth. Later, however, he points out that TC does not prove the

intuitive self-re�exivity of truth ((2), p. 7). For this reason, Horsten dismisses TC, too,

and instead favours PKF that proves (2).

This axiomatization of Kripke's theory, however, does not prove the stronger

@xpSentatpxq Ñ pTxÑ TT. xqq (10)

that is the universal quanti�cation over every Lat-sentence.
Field's theory now proves this principle, which just is a special case of (9). Therefore,

if Horsten wants his argument against DT and TC to hold he has to accept that Field's

theory outruns PKF.

Now, since Field's theory is the better formal system of truth, Horsten's argument for

inferentialist de�ationism needs be assessed on its basis. And now it looks much less

convincing. As just seen, the theory of the ultimate valuation contains (9). Thus, Field's

theory contains universal quanti�cations into the truth predicate, over every sentence of

the extended language. To use Horsten's own phrase, Field's theory proves unrestricted,

general principles of truth. Thus, Horsten's assumption that the best formal truth theory

does not prove such principles is refuted. The argument for inferentialist de�ationism

breaks down.
36Every sentence has always a self-identical value.
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In the remainder of this section I will discuss possible objections on Horsten's behalf.

2.2 Discussion

Horsten acknowledges Field's work [Horsten, 2009, p. 24].

`The truth theories that are advocated in Soames 1999 and Field 2008 are

in the same (partial) spirit as the truth theory that is advocated here. But

by insisting that (. . . ) there is a sense in which all the Tarski-biconditonals

are correctly assertible (Field), they do not, in my opinion, embrace the

Wittgensteinian picture that is defended here as fully as they should.'

Apparently, Horsten takes PKF to be better even than the theory of Field's construction.

By the `Wittgensteinian picture' Horsten presumably refers back to a remark he made

earlier in section 5.4 [Horsten, 2009, p. 21]. There, he argues that PKF avoids the

sceptical worries attributed to the late Wittgenstein because it does not make general

claims about truth. It seems, therefore, as if Horsten rejects Field's theory just because

it contains general principles about truth. Clearly, as a response to my criticism this

would beg the question.

However, no other argument is found in Horsten's article [Horsten, 2009]. In the mean-

time, though, Horsten seems to have realized this de�ciency since in his forthcoming

[Horsten, ta], he discusses Field's work in more detail. There, he rejects it because

Field's operator  is no natural conditional [Horsten, ta, �10.2.2].

2.2.1 Is  a Conditional?

More precisely, Horsten argues that φ  ψ is no adequate formalization of English

sentences `If . . . then . . . '.

His reason is the following. The schema φ^pφ ψq ψ is not valid in Field's logic37

[Field, 2008, p. 269]. Any acceptable formalization of the natural language indicative

conditional, however, satis�es this object-linguistic schema of modus ponens, Horsten

assumes.

Unfortunately, this argument does not square well with Horsten's project as a whole.

Strong Kleene logic, too, does not validate the modus ponens schema38 This is no ac-

cident. As Field rightly emphasizes [Field, 2008, p. 269], the intersubstitutable truth

37 Let φ be the Curry sentence whose ultimate value is u, and let ψ be 0 � 0.
38 Again, let φ be u and ψ 0.
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predicate in combination with this schema give immediate rise to contradiction. Hence,

the conditional of Kripke's construction, and therefore that of Horsten's favourite theory

PKF, likewise cannot meet what Horsten expects from a conditional.

Moreover, even if Horsten can coherently establish the inadequacy of Field's condi-

tional, I would still not see how this saves Horsten's argument. Recall Horsten's under-

standing of an `unrestricted generality about truth' (section 1.4). The conditional he

provides is merely an example, all that matters is the universal quanti�cation over every

Lat-sentence. Assume that  is no conditional but some other connective. This does

not alter the fact that (9) is an unrestricted generality.

Maybe, however, what Horsten means is rather the following. Field's theory disproves

Horsten's assumption only if it is the best theory currently available. Above, I argued

that it is because it proves many principles such as (9). This presupposes, though, these

principles to capture the compositionality and iteration of the truth predicate of ordinary

discourse. Maybe it is this assumption that Horsten challenges. Since φ  ψ is no

adequate conditional Field's theory does not prove the real principles of compositionality

and iteration.

Whether Horsten does this move or not, it would not succeed anyway. The reason

is simple: Field's theory contains PKF, so it is at least as good as Horsten's preferred

theory. Recall that Field merely extends the language Lat, and that the -free fragment

of his theory is just a Kripke �xed point theory. Thus, the theory contains also every

principle proved by PKF, free of the supposedly dubious new operator but just with the

material conditional de�ned in terms of the strong Kleene operators  and _. Hence,

even if (9) and the others do not capture the ordinary discourse principles of truth Field's

theory is at least as good as PKF, that is by Horsten's assumption, the best formal theory

of truth currently available, and Horsten's reasoning fails.

2.2.2 De�ationism and Model-Theory Revisited

Horsten has a better argument at his disposal. Recall that he dismissed Kripke's theory

because it is de�ned semantically, as the set of sentences that receive designated value

in the minimal �xed point model. This model again cannot be de�ned in the language

of the truth predicate but only in a meta-theory. Since the de�ationist, however, needs

a formal theory that captures ordinary truth talk, no semantical theory can serve the

de�ationist purpose. For this reason, only the axiomatic theory PKF can be interpreted
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de�ationistically.

In a similar manner, Horsten could respond to my objection from above39. Field's

theory, namely, is again de�ned meta-theoretically. More precisely, he develops his se-

mantics in classical set theory (ZFC) [Field, 2003, p. 166]. Only if axiomatized, it could

rival PKF and serve as a counterexample to Horsten's argument.

At this point, Horsten could refer to a result by Philip Welch [Welch, 2008]: Field's

theory cannot be axiomatized. Hence, Horsten may argue, it cannot serve to explicate

the meaning of the natural language truth predicate. Therefore, it is irrelevant that

Field's construction validates unrestricted universal quanti�cations into `T '. PKF does

not contain any general principle, and since PKF still is the best theory for the de�ationist

purpose Horsten's argument for inferentialist de�ationism is saved.

2.2.3 The Non-Axiomatizability of Field's Theory

Before I reply to this argument, Welch's result requires some further explanation. Strictly

speaking, Kripke's theory is not axiomatizable, either (p. 10). It therefore cannot merely

be that the set of sentences of ultimate value 1 is not recursively axiomatizable.

Although PKF is not complete with respect to Kripke's �xed point models, it still

axiomatizes Kripke's theory in the sense that (a) it includes a calculus of strong Kleene

logic and (b) it provides rules to construct, given the set of arithmetical truths, the set

of Lat-sentences of designated value.

Field's theory certainly does not fall behind PKF with respect to (b). As I have shown

in �2.1.1, its truth fragment is closed under intersubstitutivity. Thus, there is a very

simple rule to obtain all the sentences with `T ': simply replace any occurrence of φ by

T xφy40.

However, the theory does not do equally well on (a). Recall that Field's construction

di�ers from Kripke's by its revision theory of φ ψ (� 2.1.1). And it was just this that

allows his theory to prove general principles such as (9).

Revision theoretic de�nitions, however, bring with it inevitable complexity. The com-

plexity of revision theoretic de�nitions, however, inevitably exceeds recursive enumer-

ability. Burgess observed this already with respect to the Gupta Herzberger truth theory

39 In fact, this is what Horsten showed inclination to in private communication.
40 In my �nal section (�3 below) I will specify the inferential character of intersubstitutivity and argue

that this suggests an alternative route to inferentialist de�ationism.
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[Burgess, 1986, � 12]. Welch now showed that Field's construction has a similar e�ect on

the logic of  .

The core of his result, in the present terminology, is as follows.

Due to its two case de�nition (3) (p. 20) Field's operator F yields an arithmetic

operator F 1 where F 1pAq is the set of codes of  -sentences that are value 1 in

the �xed point construction based on the valuation c which again is codi�ed by

A. Further, Field's null valuation is such that every φ  ψ is ascribed u. In

other words, in the beginning no sentence has value 1. Because the corresponding

arithmetic revision sequence thus starts from tHu, and due to the inf lim limit

rule deployed, Field's ultimate valuation amounts to what has become known as an

`arithmetically quasi-inductive' de�nition [Burgess, 1986, �13].

Now, by a result due to Burgess [Burgess, 1986, 14.1] the set of the codes of

sentences that have value 1 in pc0q∆ is Σ2 de�nable over the constructible Lρ, where

is ρ the least ordinal α such that for every γ ¡ ρ, Lγ is Σ2-reducible to Lα.

Since sets de�nable over Lρ0
are ∆1

2
41 the set of valid sentences φ  ψ is not

recursively enumerable. A fortiori, the propositional logic of Field's theory is not

axiomatizable, either.

Notice that this negative result would not change if Field had chosen a di�erent

null valuation since tHu is already the simplest case [Kühnberger et al., 2005, �4.2].

The propositional logic under which Field's theory is closed is not axiomatizable, dif-

ferent from the strong Kleene logic of Kripke's construction. Consequently, there is no

way to construct a proof-theoretic theory that stands to Field's theory as PKF stands

to Kripke's.

Therefore, if Horsten is right that only axiomatic theories allow for de�ationist inter-

pretation then it seems as if Field's achievements have no relevance for Horsten's case.

Then, my criticism would not apply.

In the subsequent sections, however, I will argue that Horsten cannot rule out Field's

theory quite as easily.

2.2.4 Does Field's Theory Contain its Own Model-Theory?

Field claims that his theory contains its own model theory [Field, 2003, p. 166]. His

model-theoretic construction does not need a stronger meta-theory because it can be

conducted within his theory itself.

41 This fact is cited in [Kühnberger et al., 2005, p. 9] but unfortunately I have not found a proof of it.
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To begin with, instead of La of course one may choose a language of set theory Ls to
be extended by `T ' and ` '. The revision sequence of �xed point models may then be

developed on the basis of a model of ZFC set theory [Field, 2007, p. 99].

The resulting theory now contains classical ZFC which provides the means not only

to prove the existence of the minimal �xed point models at each stage but also to de�ne

the ultimate value of a formula.

Horsten rejects Kripke's theory because it requires a stronger meta-theory and therefore

cannot account for the natural language truth predicate. Field's theory, now, contains

its own model-theory. It does not need an essentially stronger meta-theory. It seems,

therefore, as if Horsten cannot dismiss Field's theory. Instead, he has to acknowledge it

as a rival to his own preferred theory PKF. Since Field's theory, however, makes up a

counterexample to Horsten's assumption that the best theory does not prove unrestricted

generalities, his argument for inferentialist de�ationism seems to fail.

There is an obvious worry. How does Field's achievement square with Gödel's second

incompleteness theorem: No consistent theory can prove its own consistency? If Field's

theory contains its own model theory, then it proves that there are models in which

the value of each formula coincides with its ultimate value (the Fundamental Theorem

from 23 above.). Thus, it proves that there are models of itself and thereby proves itself

consistent.

Field's way out is subtle: The model of ZFC is `quasi-correct' [Field, 2007, p. 99]. Its

domain consists only of the sets of rank up to some inaccessible cardinal42. Since the

object language now is relativized to this model, especially, the quanti�ers of Lst are

restricted to the set of sets below the inaccessible ordinal. Thus, they do not range over

the real set theoretic universe, the cumulative hierarchy.43 Consequently, however, the

model ∆, too, cannot be the intended model of Field's theory of truth.

Field does not ignore this fact but endorses it as a feature of his view. Preservation of

value 1 cannot be real validity [Field, 2008, p. 277]. Consequently, if Field's relativized

theory proves the Fundamental Theorem then it proves merely its model-theoretic con-

sistency. Field acknowledges that this does not ensure real consistency [Field, 2008, p.

67] but accepts this limitation. The value of the model-theory consists rather in that it

(ibid.)

42That such models validate ZFC is a textbook result, see e.g. [Jech, 2002, 12.13].
43 A similar relativization of the set theoretical object language Field considers already in his discussion

of Kripke's theory [Field, 2008, p. 63]. There he calls it a `misinterpretation'.
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`(. . . ) provides an easy way to �gure out which inferences involving truth are

legitimate in the truth theory provided by the construction.' 44

Field con�nes himself with this.

But one need not be that modest. Indeed, the relevance of a model theory such

as Field's may well be questioned. Traditionally, model theory is seen as proving real

consistency because it determines the meaning of the linguistic items under investigation,

especially of the connectives and quanti�ers. Field willingly abandons this justi�catory

role of semantics 45.

The objection on Horsten's behalf from the preceding section therefore holds at least

so far: Field's theory does not contain a model theory in the received sense of the term.

But, the role of model theory may eventually be a methodological question that in the

long run will be settled by practise. Horsten would be ill-advised, I think, if he did not

base his case on a �rmer grounding.

As I will argue in the subsequent section, however, the objection from model theory

may be developed in a di�erent manner that also seems in line with Horsten's reasoning

elsewhere in his article.

2.2.5 Revenge

In the vicinity of his remarks about the Wittgensteinian character of PKF [Horsten, 2009,

p. 21], Horsten reminds the reader of a problem Kripke himself discussed with respect

to his construction [Kripke, 1975, p. 714].

The paradoxical sentences do not receive a designated value in the �xed point model

This fact, however, cannot be expressed in the object theory on pain of revenge. Assume

it could. By diagonalization there was a sentence provably equivalent to itself not having

designated value. Since the �xed point models are constructed in classical set theory,

any sentence either has designated value or not, in particular this sentence. And we're

back in paradox.

Hence, there is a semantic fact about the theory that it cannot express itself. It is

only by the means of the meta-theory that the status of the paradoxical sentences can

be expressed. For this reason, Kripke eventually admits the (ibid.)

44 This remark refers to Kripke's theory [Field, 2008, �3.2]. To its discussion, however, he later refers

back in order to justify his choice of a quasi-correct model [Field, 2008, p. 257].
45Here I summarize worries raised in [Priest, 2007b, Priest, 2007a, Priest, 2010]
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(. . . ) necessity to ascend to a metalanguage (. . . ).

A theory really avoids the need of a meta-theory only if it can express its own semantics,

only if it is semantically self-su�cient.

A meta-theory can determine the semantic values of every sentence because it can

talk about the theory's intended models. This, now, is precisely what the model theory

included in Field's theory is not supposed to do. The response on Horsten's behalf thus

can be reformulated without a commitment to the justi�catory role of model theory.

Field's theory does not disprove Horsten's argument for inferentialist de�ationism because

its semantics, on pain of revenge, is fully determined only in a theory of its intended

models. Such a meta-theory, however, it cannot include.

Nonetheless, Field claims his theory to be revenge-immune. What does he mean, if it

cannot be that his theory constructs its own intended models? Kripke's revenge problem

may be formulated di�erently. If the minimal �xed point model is the theory's intended

model, then the fact that the Liar sentence λ does not have value 1 in it amounts to λ

not being determinately true.

From the object theory's point of view revenge occurs if one tries to say that the

paradoxical sentence κ is not determinately true. In Kripke's theory, as well as in PKF,

there is no consistent way to obtain such an operator. Field claims to have done better.

The conditional he has de�ned allows for an operator D of determinate truth [Field, 2003,

p. 157].

Dφ :Ø pJ φq ^ φ

For a paradoxical sentence such as the liar λ, the ultimate value of Dλ is 0.46 Hence,

 Dλ becomes 1, and Field's theory expresses the status of the liar sentence: It's not

determinately true.

Why does the corresponding Liar λ1 where λ1 Ø  Dλ1 not lead back to paradox? It

is not in the theory: v
pc0q∆
f pDλ1q stabilizes at u [Field, 2003, p. 159]. Thus, the ultimate

value of λ1 is u, as well.

However, the determinately operator D can be iterated; and for a similar reasoning as

above, DDλ1 is in the theory. Therefore, the theory is capable also to express the status

of this strengthened liar: λ1 is not determinately determinately true.

46 At any �xed point model α, v
pc0q∆
f pλq � u. Hence, v

pc0q∆
f pJ  λq stabilizes at value 0. Since

conjunction follows the strong Kleene rules, pJ λq ^ λ gets an ultimate value of 0, too.
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The iteration of D can be continued into the trans�nite: Field shows that no strength-

ened Liar  DD . . .Dloooomoooon
α�

λα is in the theory but that for each of these, the theory contains

 DDD . . .Dloooomoooon
α�

λα [Field, 2003],[Field, 2008, p. 237].

On this basis, Field claims to have provided a `revenge-immune' truth theory. And

indeed, Field's theory now seems capable of expressing the semantic value of every pos-

sible sentence, In the benign cases, it su�ces to use the truth predicate `T '; the values

of paradoxical sentences again, that lie somewhere between 1 and 0, can be described by

means of the corresponding iteration of `D'.

Revenge problems as with Kripke's theory reveal expressive limitation and thus show

that a meta-theory is needed to express the whole semantics of the theory. By having

de�ned a workable determinacy operator, Field has made a strong case that his theory

avoids revenge and thus is not haunted by Tarski's ghost. Consequently, Field's theory

makes up a valid counterexample to Horsten's argument for inferentialist de�ationism,

which therefore need be rejected.

However, I admit that Field's theory is discussed controversially47. Especially its al-

leged revenge-immunity has been questioned. Just to mention one prominent opponent,

Graham Priest argues that Field's theory, although it can express every single level of de-

terminacy, fails to express the general notion of determinacy [Priest, 2010, pp. 123f]. The

operator D cannot do this job, since for every iteration DD . . .Dloooomoooon
α�

there is a determinately

true sentence that does not fall under the notion expressed:

 DDD . . .Dloooomoooon
α�

λα

Going to limit ordinals does not help either since Field's hierarchy is and needs be

extended into the trans�nite.

Moreover, Priest argues, the failure is a matter of principle. Assume some operator

G did apply to every determinately true sentence. The corresponding diagonalization

 Gγ then must not be determinately true on pain of contradiction. But since this is

determinately so, and G should apply to every determinately true sentence, Gγ is in

the theory, too. Contradiction. In sum, Priest argues that Field after all does face a

revenge objection. There is no way for his theory to talk about every determinately true

sentence.

47 A �ne selection of contributions is found in the 147th volume of the Philosophical Studies.
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Field makes some e�ort to check Priest's challenge [Field, 2007, part 4] [Field, 2008,

pp. 343nn.]. He argues that the contradiction to which the operator G gives rise is not

a defect of his theory. Instead, general determinacy itself is an incoherent notion. Thus,

however, the debate has reached stalemate. Therefore, I prefer not commit myself to

Field's theory being in fact revenge-immune. Fortunately, I need not. My objection does

not depend on the expressive power of Field's theory, as I shall argue in the next section.

2.3 The Supposed Semantic Self-Su�ciency of Ordinary Discourse

Horsten's case for inferentialist de�ationism depends on speci�c features of Kripke's the-

ory, respectively its axiomatization PKF and, crucially, on his assumption that any theory

better than PKF shares these properties.

I argued that Field's work provides a counterexample to Horsten's claim that the

best formal theory does not contain universal quanti�cations into the truth predicate.

I considered a response on Horsten's behalf: Field's achievements are irrelevant for the

de�ationist because it can be determined only by model-theoretic means, and therefore

cannot be applied to ordinary discourse.

Since Field's theory does contain its own model theory, although it cannot de�ne

its intended models, I rephrased Horsten's argument against model-theory as a revenge

objection. I discussed Field's claim that his system is revenge-immune, but could not

�nd his argument conclusive. Revenge may indeed be a problem for Field.

But why should it be a problem for the de�ationist? The alleged expressive limitations

of Field's theory would disallow its de�ationist interpretation only if it blocked its ap-

plication to ordinary discourse. This again presupposes ordinary discourse not to su�er

from similar restrictions.

This idea is not uncommon. It may be traced back to Tarski himself, who held that

`if we can speak meaningfully about anything at all, we can speak about it in colloquial

language' [Tarski, 1956, p. 164]. Tarski did not yet distinguish sharply between languages

and theories. Horsten, too, talks of the (lack of a) meta-language of English. Nonetheless,

all theories considered in the course of the present discussion are formulated in the same

language, a �rst order formal language of arithmetic, extended by a truth predicate `T '.

Field adds a connective, but what matters is the resulting theory. Therefore, I take

the issue to be about theories, and therefore continue talking about ordinary discourse.

Tarski's universality thesis thus becomes the claim that ordinary discourse is the strongest
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theory. This would indeed bolster Horsten's implicit assumption.

However, the universality of ordinary discourse, taken at face value, is plainly false.

The theory PKF in the language Lat is not part of ordinary discourse in English, French

or Chinese [Gupta and Belnap, 1993, p. 257]. Fairer, maybe, it is to take Tarski to claim

an inde�nite extensibility of natural languages: `anything whatsoever can be expressed

in them once suitable resources are added' (ibid.). This again is certainly right but holds

just as much of any language: especially of all the formal theories for which we have set

up well functioning meta-theories. This weaker reading therefore cannot justify Horsten's

rejection of semantical theories, either.

The most promising response to my objection from �2.1.2 is a revenge objection. Field's

theory, it goes, cannot develop all of its own semantics. In order to rule out my coun-

terexample Horsten therefore must presume that ordinary discourse is semantically self-

su�cient.

However, this assumption is overly contentious, as I will argue in the next section48

2.3.1 Semantic Self-Su�ciency

Semantic self-su�ciency presupposes that the semantics of a natural language can be

formulated in this very language. Di�erent to the formal languages considered above,

however, a natural language is an essentially indeterminate object. Natural languages

gain and lose vocabulary and also their grammar changes continuously. Is ordinary

discourse supposed to provide the semantics of every such stage? This is absurd. It is

impossible to determine even the syntax of future stages of English. Also, its features

become less and less known the further one looks into the past.

The only reasonable approach, therefore, is to consider the current stage of its language.

This again commits Horsten to the semantic self-su�ciency of our discourse today. If

only speaking the English of the year 2099 we could interpret it fully, what would be the

di�erence to meta-theoretical reasoning?49 This could not justify Horsten's rejection of

semantical truth theory50.

48 I adopt the forceful reasoning found in [Gupta and Belnap, 1993, pp. 257n], and especially

[Gupta, 1997, pp. 439n].
49 Some authors do understand semantic self-su�ciency in this weak sense, e.g. [Simmons, , pp. 13n].

Maybe they do not consider that as the common reasoning of 2099, a meta-theory may be nothing

more than an extension, or development of the object-theory.
50In his forthcoming book, Horsten seems to agree with me on this [Horsten, ta, �2.3].
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Now, however, we need to ask: what justi�es the assumption that today we have a

complete semantics of our own reasoning? Horsten does not hint at why he thinks so but

elsewhere, an interesting argument is found. Vann McGee justi�es (the assumption of)

semantic self-su�ciency from a broadly naturalist stance [McGee, 1994, p. 628]. Who-

ever subscribes to the view that human life is `(. . . ) amenable to scienti�c understanding

(. . . )' [McGee, 1994, p. 628] must especially hold that the semantics of our common

reasoning is comprehensible to us.

In order to reject meta-theoretical truth theory, however, this line of thought presup-

poses that ordinary speakers now have this understanding. Now, Gupta distinguishes

between two ways this may be meant [Gupta, 1997, pp. 441n].

In one sense, it means simply the ability to understand and use the language.

In this sense it is tautological that English is comprehensible by English

speakers. And nothing much follows from this triviality. In the other sense,

`comprehensibility' means the ability to give a systematic theory of English.

Therefore, the thesis of semantic self-su�ciency can hold only if ordinary speakers are

capable, today, of providing a complete, scienti�c semantics of their reasoning. This, how-

ever, seems plainly false51. I can only agree with Gupta when he concludes [Gupta, 1997,

p. 422].

The philosophical underpinnings of semantic self-su�ciency need to be care-

fully considered before it is used as a criterion of adequacy on theories of

truth.

Moreover, it is not wise anyway for Horsten to commit himself to semantic self-su�ciency

as a necessary requirement on formal truth theory. PKF, namely, is not semantically self-

su�cient, either.

Being a sub-theory of Kripke's, it is likewise not able to express that the liar sentence

has value u. In fact, since it is a subtheory of Field's (section 2.2.1) it is at least as

expressively limited. Horsten claims that PKF avoids revenge because it [Horsten, 2009,

p. 21]

51 Matti Eklund recently has provided a helpful overview on the positions in this question, in

which he agrees with me that `(...) the arguments for semantic self-su�ciency are unpersuasive

(...)'[Eklund, 2007, p. 59]
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makes no claim concerning the truth value of the liar sentence.

What solution, however, is made up by such quietism? Either, he means that revenge

is a problem only for meta-theoretically determined theories. Then, however, Horsten

would beg the question against Field. Or, he frankly admits that PKF is likewise not

semantically self-su�cient. In this case, however, Horsten could not reject Field's theory

because of its expressive limits, on pain of losing the basis of his own argument for

inferentialist de�ationism.

In the end, therefore, I do not see a way for Horsten to respond to my objection

from �2.1.2. His argument for inferentialist de�ationism fails in view of Field's recent

achievements.
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3 Inferentialist De�ationism Regained?

Horsten's argument from formal truth theory has failed. Does this make inferential

de�ationism untenable? I do not think so. In the remainder of the essay I would like to

suggest an alternative argument for it.

3.1 Intersubstitutivity

As I explained back in section 1, Horsten argues for PKF on the basis of three intuitions.

First, in ordinary discourse we �nd sentences `φ is true if and only if φ' trivially true.

This disquotational intuition motivated the theory DT of �1.2.3. Second, if I claim that

φ is true and ψ is true, too, then I am also committed to accept that `φ and ψ' is true,

and similarly for the other connectives and quanti�ers. The degree of this commitment

I have called the compositional intuition (p. 1.2.3).

Finally, Horsten emphasizes the importance of a third intuition (p. 7). If you say that

φ is true, you can be held to have claimed, too, that `φ is true' is true. This may seem

just a special case of disquotation. In fact, however, neither DT nor TC can account for

the iterative intuition.

Horsten now argued that only inferential theories such as PKF could accommodate

all three intuitions. In the preceding section, I argued against this assumption. Now, I

would like to look at it from a di�erent angle.

The theory of the minimal �xed point accommodates all three intuitions (within the

narrow limits of strong Kleene logic) because it obeys the principle of intersubstitutivity

(p. 9), and the same holds for the theory KFS of �1.3.2. Horsten's favourite theory PKF

can therefore be seen as the attempt to approximate, by proof-theoretic means, this very

principle. Furthermore, that Field's theory again outruns PKF can also be traced to the

fact that it allows for full intersubstitutivity. It reduces (9) from p. 24 to the triviality of

a logical truth. I therefore think that my discussion from the preceding sections indicates

that it is this principle which enables formal theories to capture ordinary truth talk.

However, the discussion of the preceding section has likewise shown that any philo-

sophical interpretation of formal truth theory must be treated with caution. Fortunately

the strength of the intersubstitutivity principle becomes clear also in an informal con-

text. Once we assume that any sentence φ is always interchangeable with `φ is true',

commitment to φ becomes commitment to `φ is true' and vice versa (disquotation), the

acceptance of `φ is true and ψ is true' is acceptance of �φ and ψ' is true' (compositionality)
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and saying `φ is true' is just to say �φ is true' is true' (iteration).

Horsten assessed formal theories on the basis of three di�erent intuitions. I would now

like to suggest that they have a common basis. Intersubstitutivity is the fundamental

principle that underlies our reasoning with truth.

If this analysis is correct then the de�ationist may achieve an adequate account of

ordinary truth talk if she just assumes the intersubstitutivity of the truth predicate.

Furthermore, the immediate connection between intersubstitutivity and disquotation,

compositionality and iteration holds independent of model- or proof-theoretic details of

one's favourite truth theory, in fact does not rely on any formal account. Therefore, the

de�ationist need not commit herself to contentious claims such as Horsten assumes in

his reasoning.

I do not claim this to be a very innovative proposal. The idea seems to have been in the

wind for some time. Field's work and the important role he ascribes to intersubstitutivity

may well be motivated by his de�ationist views [Field, 2001]. JC Beall recently sketched

a very similar account of de�ationist truth [Beall, 2010]52. However, even if de�ationists

tend to con�ne themselves with general lines the idea needs further speci�cation.

But how do we formulate the intersubstitutivity of truth? The T-schema, the com-

positional axioms of TC, the axioms of KF and the rules of PKF may all be seen as

approximations to it, but do not capture the idea. Given an operator such as Field's  ,

intersubstitutivity can be formulated as an axiom 53

@x@ypTxú TSb. pT. pyq, y, xqq

However, Kripke's theory shows that one need not elaborate on the propositional logic

and buy into its non-axiomatizability to obtain intersubstitutivity. Already in strong

Kleene logic intersubstitutivity can be formulated as two rules of substitution:

ψ
SbI

ψpT xφy{φq

ψpT xφy{φq
SbE

ψ

52 Beall builds a paraconsistent theory of truth on the principle of intersubstitutivity, an approach

Horsten does not consider at all in his discussion of formal truth theories. I have followed him in

this.
53 Where Sb. pxφy, xψy, xχyq encodes the syntactical operation χpφ{ψq. A more precise notation would

make it a four place operator to explicate which occurrences are replaced. Since all these are just

equivalent, though, this would be an unnecessary complication.
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In an important sense soon to be speci�ed, these rules constitute generalized introduc-

tion and elimination rules for `T ': not merely φ alone but any occurrence of φ allows for

T xφy (SbI) and any occurrence of T xφy again allows for φ (SbE).

Since intersubstitutivity does not need to be formulated as an axiom, I would like

to suggest that the inferential formulation is the more basic. Suddenly, inferentialist

de�ationism again seems within reach.

Clearly, however, my reasoning so far has again been rather interpretative than de-

ductive. It can motivate but certainly not establish inferentialist de�ationism. More is

needed. In the subsequent, �nal section I will therefore sketch a direct argument that

the substitution rules exhaust the meaning of the truth predicate.

3.2 A Direct Way to Inferentialism about Truth

3.2.1 Meaning-Constitutive Rules

When a set of rules determine the meaning of an expression, has been investigated by

proof-theorists for decades. I connect with one line of thought that has gained momentum

recently [Read, 2000, Francez and Dyckho�, 2009, Read, 2010]. It can be traced back,

however, to the founder of proof-theory, Gerhard Gentzen. He wrote [Gentzen, 1969, p.

80]

The introductions represent, as it were, the `de�nitions' of the symbols con-

cerned, and the eliminations are no more, in the �nal analysis, than the

consequence of these de�nitions.

After the war, it was Paul Lorenzen who returned to the question how a set of rules may

fully determine the use of a given expression � [Lorenzen, 1955, p. 30]. More precisely,

he discussed how to ensure that any sentence with � is only obtained by the given

rules. Lorenzen's answer is much in line with Gentzen's idea: Whatever follows from

any conclusion of the introduction rules must follow also directly from their premises.

Especially, proper elimination rules are mere consequences of the introductions, just as

Gentzen suggested54. Since now, given the introduction φ ñ ψ, any elimination rule

54 Lorenzen formulated the principle for sequent-calculi. Only Dag Prawitz applied Lorenzen's prin-

ciple to the calculus of natural deduction [Prawitz, 1965, p. 33]. Consult also the helpful

[Moriconi and Tesconi, 2008].
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ψ ñ χ requires φ ñ χ, and especially φ ñ ψ, Lorenzen called this rule-generating

principle the `inversion principle'.

SbI and SbE clearly obey the inversion principle55. The consequence of an elimination

of ψpT xφyq follows trivially from the premises of its introduction; it is just this very

ψ. Therefore, if the proof-theoretic tradition starting from Gentzen is right that the

inversion principle ensures a set of rules to fully determine a symbol's meaning then the

meaning of `T ' is exhausted by inference rules.

It may seem that such an argument establishes inferentialism about truth but does

not su�ce for a de�ationist account. In this case, inferential de�ationism would still

not have been achieved. In fact, however, once we have established inferentialism about

truth the step to de�ationism is made easily.

If the meaning of an expression is captured by inference rules then it need not be

interpreted as an item or subset of the domain of discourse. It can be meaningfully

used independently of what there is. Ontological neutrality simply follows from the

inferentialist `(. . . ) idea of privileging inference over reference in the order of semantic

explanation (. . . )' [Brandom, 2000, p. 1]. Inferentialism about truth thus implies that

truth talk is ontologically neutral. Truth becomes a light notion just in the de�ationist's

spirit.

3.2.2 Discussion

Let me brie�y consider two possible objections against this proposal. First, it may

be argued that the substitution rules do not exhaust the meaning of `T ' because they

presuppose, for any sentence φ, the existence of the name xφy. In the end, `T ' is not an

operator but a �rst order predicate. As is well known, however, the quotation device x�y

is only de�ned in a theory of syntax at least as strong as primitive recusirve arithmetic,

(see fn 3 above). In its absence, the rules SbI and SbE do not even accommodate the

simple disquotational intuition because we may prove φ without being able to obtain

T xφy. Hence, the objection goes, the intersubstitutivity rules alone do not make `T ' a

truth predicate. wherefore no inferentialism about truth can be based upon them.

Although it rightly reminds of an often neglected fact, I think that this objection mis-

�res. For one, any of the attempts to capture the notion of truth I have considered in the

55See [Read, 2000, p. 127] for a similar argument, but with respect to simpler rules. Read ascribes the

idea to [Prawitz, 1994, p. 347].
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course of the present paper involves the same implicit assumption. Especially, Horsten's

favoured theory PKF is assumed to include full PA (�1.3.3). Now, his argument for infer-

entialist de�ationism has failed, but not because of the number theoretical commitments

of his theory.

The need for syntax does not contradict with my thesis that the rules of intersubsti-

tutivity exhaust the meaning of the truth predicate. In chess, the rules for the knight

tell you every move it can make; and whenever, in a match, the piece has been moved,

it has been moved according to these rules (otherwise you would not play chess). In this

respect, the rules fully determine the meaning of the piece. Clearly, however, the rules

can be applied only in the context of a game. Thus, the usage of the knight presupposes

the rules for all the other pieces56. I suggest to think analogously of the rules SbI and

SbE. They determine every move you can make with the truth predicate, but for a full

theory of truth you also need to know how to talk about your language.

However, I admit that this perspective on rules and their application is not uncontro-

versial. Fortunately, I have available an alternative response. Since Robinson arithmetic

Q provides the required resources as well as is �nitely axiomatizable, the implicit as-

sumption of syntax can be made explicit.

Q^ ψ
SbI1

Q^ ψpT xφy{φq

Q^ ψpT xφy{φq
SbE1

Q^ ψ

These rules, although necessarily more cumbersome, still clearly obey the inversion prin-

ciple, and therefore make up a complete inferentialist account of truth.

The second objection I would like to consider is based on a view widely held among

logical inferentialists, namely that a set of rules can only be considered meaning con-

stitutive if they their addition to a given theory remains conservative[Dummett, 1991,

pp. 217, 250]. This means, the extended theory must not prove any statements in the

`T '-free language that the original theory did not already prove, too.

On this basis it may be argued that intersubstitutivity is not conservative over the

arithmetic base theory. If one adds SbE and SbI to PA then one is able to prove the

56 And the list of presuppositions can be continued: you need an opponent player (human or electronic),

a chess board and pieces, and so on.
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global re�ection principle for PA57

@xpProvPApxq Ñ Txq

which together with SbI allows to prove  ProvPApx0 � 1yq, that is the consistency of PA.

For this reason, the objection goes, the substitution rules cannot be meaning-constitutive

for the truth predicate.

I do not think that this objection from non-conservativeness defeats my proposal of

an inferentialist de�ationism on the basis of intersubstitutivity. On one hand, there are

good reasons simply to accept the non-conservativeness of the rules. Any theory that

accommodates the compositional intuition, that is, any theory at least as strong as TC

proves the global re�ection principle. In fact, before turning to inferentialist de�ationism,

Horsten argues at length for the non-conservativeness of truth [Horsten, 2009, �� 3-4].

Moreover, the conservativeness constraint initially applied only to logical rules. If we

aim for an inferentialist account of truth, this constraint may well not carry over. Instead,

it is the inversion principle which ensures that the substitution rules exhaust the truth

predicate's meaning, independent of their non-conservativeness58.

On the other hand, I do not need to commit myself to inferentialism beyond conserva-

tiveness. The consistency proof of the base theory presupposes that the object-linguistic

induction schema is extended to formulae which contain the new predicate `T '. Some

de�ationists, prominently Hartry Field [Field, 1999], reject this move. In this case, the

intersubstitutivity rules indeed are conservative, for example, the theory KFS is conser-

vative over PA [Field, 2008, p. 66].59

Nonetheless, a conclusive case certainly goes beyond the scope of the present study. I

merely wish to suggest that although Horsten's argument for inferentialist de�ationism

has failed, the idea of combining these two strands of contemporary philosophy is no lost

cause. However, it needs to be established di�erently from how Horsten does it: not

57 For any axiom φ we prove T xφy, and since we can prove thatmodus ponens and universal generalization

preserve truth, we can infer by induction that every provable sentence is true. This induction on the

length of a proof is easily arithmetized and thus conducted within our truth theory itself. Notice

that this reasoning requires the rules of intersubstitutivity and does not go through with the weaker

T -Intro and T -Elim (p. 18).
58That the inversion principle may be defended even in view of non-conservative rules has been ar-

gued in [Read, 2010]. In his terminology, rules may be `general-elimination harmonious' even if not

conservative.
59This extends to Field's strengthened  -logic: [Field, 2008, p. 263].
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from contentious assumptions about truth theory but by a careful examination of the

supposedly meaning-constitutive inference rules.
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Conclusion

Pairing de�ationism about truth with an inferentialist account of the truth predicate

provides an attractive opportunity to specify and strengthen the de�ationist position.

Horsten has derived inferentialist de�ationism from an interpretation of formal truth

theory. The present paper showed that this approach does not succeed, and sketched an

alternative.

To lay my critique on a �rm grounding I �rst analyzed in detail Horsten's assumptions

and their logical background (�1). My examination showed that his argument presup-

poses the prospects of formal truth theory to be limited: the theory that proves the

most universal quanti�cations into the truth predicate does not prove unrestricted quan-

ti�cations. To this claim I advanced a counterexample (�2.1.2). Field's theory proves

more principles of truth then Horsten's favourite PKF. But it also proves unrestricted

universal quanti�cations, disproving Horsten's assumption (�2.2.1).

I then turned to discuss possible responses to my objection. First (�2.2.1), I considered

a worry about Field's proposal that Horsten raises elsewhere [Horsten, ta]. He argues

that sentences φ ψ cannot be regarded as adequate formalizations of natural language

conditionals. This reasoning, however, cannot rule out Field's theory as a counterexample

to Horsten's assumption, for two reasons. First, the criticism equally applies to the

conditionals of PKF, second, Horsten's classi�cation of truth theories does not require

them to prove conditional principles.

Consequently, I focused on a di�erent response which I found motivated by his treat-

ment of Kripke's �xed point model theory. In �2.2.2 I argued on Horsten's behalf that

Field's work is irrelevant for the de�ationist because the theory is not axiomatizable.

However, since at least in some sense of the term Field's theory contains its own model

theory (�2.2.4) this argument needed speci�cation. Similar to the revenge objections that

pervade the discussion of non-classical solutions to the paradoxes, the response is better

phrased as accusing Field of expressive limitation (�2.3).

Fortunately, I did not have to settle this controversial matter because Horsten's rejec-

tion of semantical theories is �awed on di�erent grounds. It presupposes the semantic

self-su�ciency of ordinary discourse. I explained why this assumption is a contentious

empirical claim as well as at odds with Horsten's preference for PKF (�2.3.1). I concluded

that Horsten's argument for inferentialist de�ationism fails.

In the �nal section, I then turned to explore an alternative approach. I traced back
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the truth theoretic strength both of PKF and of Field's theory to the principle of inter-

substitutivity, and argued that it also underlies ordinary reasoning with truth. Moreover,

intersubstitutivity is best captured by two inference rules (p. 38). I took this as strong

evidence for inferentialist de�ationism, but emphasized that it does not yet provide suf-

�cient justi�cation.

As an example of how such justi�cation may be found I �nally took up a theme

from contemporary proof-theoretic semantics [Read, 2000, Francez and Dyckho�, 2009,

Read, 2009, Read, 2010]. Inferentialists about the logical constants have long investi-

gated under which conditions a set of rules exhaust the meaning of a connective or

quanti�er. The most promising of these attempts, Lorenzen's inversion principle, is also

easily applied to the rules of the intersubstitutivity of truth (�3.2.1), even in view of their

non-conservativeness and their reliance on a background theory of syntax (�3.2.2). Thus,

I did not only sketch an argument for inferentialist de�ationism independent of Horsten's

controversial interpretation of truth theories, but have also built a bridge between this

project and the front line of inferentialist research.
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